
Consistent Life Panel Discussion

I chose to align with the Green Party because I found their platform most closely aligned with the
peace and social justice concerns expressed in the Consistent Life movement. Some of these would
likely apply to 3rd parties whether they are progressive or conservative; others clearly arise from
my12 years of activism in the Green Party.

Lead with the environment and social justice
Do not lead with anti-abortion, serve as a witness to the position, that a progressive can be against
abortion.
In the Green Party, one finds across the board agreement with Consistent Life principals on all
issues but abortion.  To work with the Green Party, you have to be an evangelist for the CL
package, recognizing that CL's concept of a seamless garment is a totally foreign concept to most
progressives. (see "purist" vs "pragmatist" later on)

Pay your dues - don't be a carpet-bagger
Be in for the long haul
Be active and earn members' trust - you have to be seen by the party as an asset, not an
aberration.

Engage at the state level first - the national is a bag of worms

If you want to advance the consistent-life cause, plan on running for office after a couple of years of
involvement.

You have a better chance in a small party.  There are no party bosses running the show, as,
for example, there are in Illinois in the other two parties

Recognize the power of one person
A double-edged sword
Small party means one person can have exceptional influence
Flip side - small party means suspicious of outsiders taking over

Respect your colleagues who are "pro-choice"
Most are truly sincere in their belief that their position is the moral one.
Don't use inflammatory language (like referring to them as "baby-killers")
Work with people who agree with only part of the consistent-life message.  It is in the
overall interest of the CL movement; the short-term goal is to change the nature of the
conversation.
In the "pragmatists" vs "purists" debate, you must be a "pragmatist" (those terms and the
tension between the two as described by Rachel McNair during the Q & A/ remark portion
of the session, and per her remarks, elsewhere).

Support ballot access initiatives - a strict two party system works against the CL message.  We must
make the playing field fair for multiple parties. It's important that we support two current initiatives
if we want the divisive nature of the conversation to change;

Instant-runoff-voting, aka ranked choice voting, allows voters, with multiple parties on the
ballot, to vote their conscience first,  yet assures  a win by a majority vote.  It eliminates
concerns about throwing away your vote.
Move to Amend seeks to amend the constitution to overturn the Citizens United decision of
the Supreme Court, that corporations are people and that money is free speech



How platforms arise
Platform positions are written by a few people, those who are willing to do the work.

After 5 years in the party, I volunteered to serve on the platform committee and was able to morph
the statement on reproductive rights from a typical pro-choice progressive statement to allow
accommodations to the Consistent Life position in the ILGP Platform (it's not what a "purist" would
want, but what a "pragmatist" would be content with):

"In defending the right to choose abortion, we are motivated by considerations of gender equity and
civil rights, consistent with Green Party values. The right to privacy and women’s (and men’s) right
to control their bodily integrity are protected by our Constitution. Government should not be
permitted to impose its will, or the tenets of any particular philosophical doctrine, on society, and
we advance the view that this should be a matter of individual conscience.

On the other hand, many in the Green Party oppose the practice of abortion, motivated by a
“consistent ethic of life” (a commitment to the protection of life on the planet, which is threatened
in today's world by war, poverty, environmental degradation, racism, capital punishment, abortion
and euthanasia). The Ten Key Values of the Green Party are certainly consistent with this
philosophy. We want to protect life, especially human life, and enhance the quality of that life.

We acknowledge that people on both sides of the abortion "divide" are motivated by deeply
held principles. We should not let the abortion issue divide people of good will, but should promote
a unified struggle to create conditions that will make abortion increasingly unnecessary and rare.

We also acknowledge that people on each side of the abortion "divide" don’t always agree
with each other, and that there are complex sub-issues. While no reasonable person can deny that
the human embryo and fetus are living, reasonable people can disagree as to the point at which the
embryo or fetus becomes sufficiently developed to be a "person" protected by law.

However, both sides recognize the need to act to protect the health and safety of the mother.
There is also broad agreement that abortion is the least preferred method for preventing the birth of
an unwanted or unplanned child. On this basis, we can bridge the divide: We can stop making
abortion such a divisive issue by working together to reduce the incidence of abortion – but without
criminalizing it.

The unifying goal should be to help men and women avoid unwanted pregnancies in the first
place and help make every child a wanted and well-supported child. We can enhance women's right
to full reproductive choices by improving women's (and men's) economic opportunities, by working
toward the goal of promoting full employment at living wage (or better) jobs. As described
elsewhere in our Platform, if the economic and social policies advocated by the Illinois Green Party
were adopted, they would ensure that every child raised in America would be guaranteed a good
material start in life, with a home, adequate and nutritious food, quality health care, and quality
education. "

Appendix:
My "Schafer for Congress" campaign statement on Consistent Life & Abortion

• I embrace the ethics of “consistent life.” A consistent life commitment means I am dedicated



to protecting life on the planet. It means I am devoted to ending and mitigating the things
that are threatening this life; war, poverty, social and cultural inequity, environmental
degradation and global warming, racism, capital punishment, abortion and euthanasia. It is a
consistent policy that challenges those who believe they can voice both a “pro life” and “pro
capital punishment” viewpoint and still be considered a viable participant in the discussion.

• Most people agree with all of these things ethically, but there is great contention and
difference of opinion when it comes to the subject of abortion. I believe that although there
is a divide on the issue of abortion, we can work on the common ground that bridges the
divide. Yes, there actually is common ground.

• I believe the issue of abortion is not about the unexpected or inconvenient conception of a
child. It’s about economic and social forces in society that make mothering and supporting a
child in pregnancy, infancy and beyond, a hardship. The hardships reach beyond the mother.
They can and often do extend to the father, the family and the societies that must support all
of these lives. There is much work to be done addressing the forces that drive many women
to make, what for them, is a choice of desperation.

• When the economic and social barriers to pregnancy, childbirth and child-raising are
seriously addressed, then the legal standing of abortion can begin to be discussed with some
hope of consensus. Abortion will be undesirable and unnecessary when we truly have a
culture dedicated to the preservation of all life on this planet. Until then, and as we strive
and devote our attentions and our actions on the road to this goal, we must work to support
choices and opportunities that lead these women toward an option that supports the
preservation of life.

Sheldon Schafer


